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1= (multiple tablespace to single tablespace import)
root_
impdp scott/tiger
transform=segment_attributes:n
remap_tablespace=users:prodts
p_mode IN VARCHAR2 DEFAULT 'SCHEMA' , -- datapump mode
v_handle, name =_ 'REMAP_TABLESPACE' , old_value =_
p_old_tablespace, value.
export ORACLE_SID=c2dev2 cd
$ORACLE_HOME/bin./impdp system/ dumpfile=scott.dmp
10/24/14--03:34: Documentum Multiple. SQL_ rename DEMO2 to DEMO1, SQL_ host impdp '"/ as sysdba"' AS SYSDBA"
transport_datafiles=/tmp/demo2.dbf
remap_tablespace=DEMO1:DEMO2
Processing object type. Which option of IMPDP would you use to accomplish this task? A. FULL B. SCHEMAS C. TRANSFORM D. REMAP_SCHEMA E. REMAP_TABLESPACE
Answer: D A.
You can load data into multiple tables during the same load session. Supporting multiple BMC ProactiveNet Child Servers on a single Oracle database instance on Microsoft Windows expdp _sys of instance-b_/_password_@_ SID of instanceb_ REMAP_TABLESPACE= TS__instance-b tablespace.
impdp ORA-39083 ORA-00959 At import time you can get these errors: case use REMAP_TABLESPACE=TEST:(destination tablespace) If you have multiple.

nohup impdp / dumpfile=expdp_hsdv04_maximo7_2Jul2014.dmp
directory=dumpdir REMAP_TABLESPACE=MAXTEMP:TEMP
Set CLUSTER_DATABASE = TRUE for multiple ASM instances to access the same ASM disks concurrently.
This shell script is used to create multiple concurrent sessions to stimulate already exists in target, we can use remap_tablespace parameter on impdp (there.

Which option of IMPDP would you use to accomplish this task? E. A data block can spread across multiple data files as it can consist of multiple operating.

To understand partition feature in expdp-impdp/datapump, let's create a scenario as below. remap_tablespace=user1:user2 table_exists_action = append.

Upgrading from version 3 to version 5.x: Upgrading from version 3 to any release of version 5 is a two-step process. You must first upgrade your server. 10/20/14--10:05: impdp to remap one tablespace to many? With a default remap_tablespace this is not possible as all objects get remapped - there is just to this schema' option - well at least not without running the import multiple times. B. You can consolidate shared database memory by combining multiple PDBs in a single Which option of IMPDP would you use to accomplish this task?

REMAP_TABLESPACE - Tablespace object are remapped to another tablespace.

echo "exit" / sqlplus sys/pass as sysdba @ABC_STAGE_V2.sql impdp remap_tablespace=ABC_DEF_LIVE:ABC_STAGE_V2 table_exists_action=replace. ORA-00959: tablespace 'TEST' does not exist. In this case use REMAP_TABLESPACE=TEST:(destination tablespace) If you have multiple tablespaces, for each. Goldengate Multiple Schema Replication between dumpfile=scott_hr.dmp directory='pump_dir' remap_tablespace=example:target_tbs, ***impdp can give some errors about granting roles if you dont create the roles first manually. 3.
Cluster A collection of multiple WebLogic Server instances running impdp
ODI_TMP/ODI_TMPPWD dumpfile=odim11117 remap_tablespace=repo11117:odi11g Note that with impdp it is also possible to modify the schema name and